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Make YOUR cell phone your Dashcam
手機 就是行車紀錄器



About us

• We are a Taiwan startup company and the mobiGO

multi-function dash cam is our first product.

• Our main ability lies in a patented 

charge-triggered IC technology.

• The current mobiGO multi-function dash cam 

is one of the applications.

• Company official website : http://potentia.asia/

• Product official website:https://mobi-go.app

http://potentia.asia/
https://mobi-go.app/


Design Concept
While we enjoy modern technologies, 

E-waste had surged the world with astonishing growth speed. 

All human should join in GOing GREEN. 

Potentia Computing Inc. successfully launch 

“mobiGO” product by integrating our intellectual properties 

with few electronic components. mobiGO could not only 

satisfy drivers with elegant dash cam feature, but save our planet 

by utilizing existing smart phones or even retired phones.



Target Audience

• Female consumers aged 25 to 
45(whether driving or not 
driving)

• Accept innovative and original 
temperature electronic 
products

• Love Travel / Short Term Rental

• Environmental protection



Product brochures









Features



List of function descriptions(1)
Feature Description

AUTOMATICALLY 
ACTIVATION

Automatically activates and begins recording when connected to mobiGO.

DRIVING 
SURVEILLANCE, 
SNAPSHOTS

Driving surveillance, snapshots.

COLLISION 
DETECTION

mobiGO can detect violent collisions, which suggest a possible car accident. In this 
situation, mobiGO protects this footage from being overwritten.

AUTO EMERGENCY 
MESSAGE

When violent collistion detected, mobiGO will also send an emergency text 
message to your assigned contacts to inform them of the possible accident.

EASY SHARING mobiGO will also let you easily share videos you've recorded. You'll be able to send 
them via email, an instant message, or upload it to social networks and video-
sharing websites.

NEARBY PLACES 
LOCATOR

mobiGO can display places you need nearby, such as gas stations, parking spaces, 
convenience stores, hospitals and banks so that you can easily find them.

※mobiGO operates on devices with Android 5.0.0 and later.



List of function descriptions(2)
Feature Description

UNINTERRUPTED 
BACKGROUND 
RECORDING

Background recording makes uninterrupted recording even when you are 
making/answering a call, texting, or operating other apps.

CONFIGURABLE 
SETTINGS

There are many settings in mobiGO that you can configure: such as video 
resolution, video quality, maximum memory usage, and recording length.

DRIVING ROUTE 
TRACKING

mobiGO can also keep track of your location while recording driving video. When 
you watch the video, the driving route will be displayed on the map.

FOOTAGES BROWSER / 
MANAGEMENT

Browse/manage the footages directly in the app.

LOOP RECORDING Loop recording automatically overwrites earlier footages to allow minimal memory 
usage.

GPS SPEEDMETER mobiGO display your speed according to GPS information.

※mobiGO operates on devices with Android 5.0.0 and later.



Different from general driving recorder
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Blog users actually use sharing

• The following is the sharing information of Taiwanese consumers after 
they actually use the car rental. The links are as follows:

• https://reurl.cc/mdxmQ1

https://reurl.cc/mdxmQ1


Advertising –YOUTUBE(1)

The following is a YOUTUBE video link:

https://www.youtube.com
/watch?v=c2S3mOajAJw

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=c2S3mOajAJw


Advertising –YOUTUBE(2)

The following is a YOUTUBE video link:

https://www.youtube.com
/watch?v=5COARU7p9EQ

&t=1s

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5COARU7p9EQ&t=1s


Advertising –YOUTUBE(3)

The following is a YOUTUBE video link:

https://www.youtube.com
/watch?v=mn_8CaEAlvU&t

=3s

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mn_8CaEAlvU&t=3s


Thank you for your interest in 
the mobiGO driving recorder.

We look forward to hearing 
from you.


